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Word from
the Editor
New Exploration
Vehicle
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(NASA) As NASA’s next generation spacecraft
matures, engineers will document its design
with today’s electronic equivalent to the blueprint. But diagrams, three-dimensional or not,
only go so far in helping engineers understand
what layouts best suit the job at
hand and the humans involved.
That’s why Johnson Space Center
in Houston has started building
a full-sized mockup of the new
craft’s cockpit in its Space Vehicle
Mockup Facility.
The new spaceship, known as
the Crew Exploration Vehicle, is the
key to making NASA’s Vision for
Space Exploration a reality. A quick
glance at the mockup reveals the resemblance
to the original Apollo crew capsule. But the
new capsule will be three times larger and is
designed to carry four astronauts to and from
the Moon, support up to six crew members on
future missions to Mars and deliver crew and
supplies to the International Space Station.
Inside, the mockup remains largely unfinished. A temporary floor foreshadows the
location for launch and entry seating, and
a large hatch dominates the top of the cone.
The hatch is wide enough for a human to pass
through easily and will be the point where the
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crew capsule will dock with a lunar lander
for the first trip back to the Moon, currently
targeted for 2018.
The mockup represents the first leg of a
three-step design philosophy. In stage one,
design teams discuss various theories over
how best to utilize cockpit space and commit their ideas to paper. Then engineers
use computer design programs to produce
working 3-D models of the crew’s space.
While work continues on these stages, team
members simultaneously use the mockup to
experiment with physical relationships in a
real-world environment.
“You discover new things during each stage of
the design process,” said Jeff Fox, lead cockpit
engineer on the spacecraft. “But
your brain needs the input of
physically standing inside the real
volume of the interior space to
get a true feeling of what should
be the right layout.”
Workers are making changes to
ensure the current model matches
the inner measurements of the
most recent design. Once that’s
finished, the team will start working on how to arrange seats and where to put
the spacecraft’s controls.
The team is already working on plans to
arrange cockpit seating in three-, four- and
six-person configurations. In the early phases,
simple foam-core boxes will serve as substitutes
for real-world hardware such as computers
and cargo.
The stand-ins will gradually give way to more
accurate versions of the real thing, helping
the designers visualize what the computers
can’t show. As Fox puts it, “there’s just no
substitute for reality.” f
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Young Stars Sculpt
Gas with Powerful
Outflows
(NASA/STScI) This is a Hubble Space Telescope view (here and cover) of one of the most
dynamic and intricately detailed star-forming
regions in space, located 210,000 light-years
away in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC),
a satellite galaxy
of our Milky Way.
At the center
of the region is
a brilliant star
cluster called
NGC 346. A
dramatic structure of arched,
ragged filaments
with a distinct
ridge surrounds
the cluster.
A torrent of
radiation from
the cluster’s hot
stars eats into
denser areas creating a fantasy
sculpture of dust
and gas. The
dark, intricately
beaded edge of
the ridge, seen
in silhouette by
Hubble, is particularly dramatic. It contains
several small dust globules that point back
towards the central cluster, like windsocks
onOrbit is made available to all K-12

school libraries
in Nevada
thanks to a
generous grant
from:
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caught in a gale.
Energetic outflows and radiation from hot
young stars are eroding the dense outer portions of the star-forming region, formally
known as N66, exposing new stellar nurseries.
The diffuse fringes of the nebula prevent the
energetic outflows from streaming directly
away from the cluster, leaving instead a trail
of filaments marking the swirling path of
the outflows.
The NGC 346 cluster, at the center of this
Hubble image, is
resolved into at
least three subclusters and collectively contains
dozens of hot,
blue, high-mass
stars, more than
half of the known
high-mass stars
in the entire SMC
galaxy. A myriad of smaller,
compact clusters
is also visible
throughout the
region.
Some of these
mini-clusters appear to be embedded in dust
and nebulosity,
and are sites of
recent or ongoing
star formation.
Much of the starlight from these clusters is
reddened by local dust concentrations that
are the remnants of the original molecular
cloud that collapsed to form N66.
An international team of astronomers, led
by Dr. Antonella Nota of the Space Telescope
Science Institute/European Space Agency in
Baltimore, has been studying the Hubble data.
In a recent issue of Astrophysical Journal Letters the team reports the discovery of a rich
population of infant stars scattered around
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the young cluster NGC 346. These stars are
likely to have formed 3 to 5 million years ago,
together with the other stars in the NGC 346
cluster. These infant stars are particularly
interesting as they have not yet contracted to
the point where their interiors are hot enough
to convert hydrogen to helium.
The Small and Large Magellanic Clouds
are diffuse irregular galaxies visible to the
naked eye in the southern hemisphere. They
are two smallish satellite galaxies that orbit
our own Milky Way Galaxy on a long slow
journey inwards towards a future union with
the Milky Way. Hubble has resolved many star
formation regions in both of these neighboring galaxies that provide astronomers with
laboratories other than our own Milky Way
Galaxy to study how young stars interact with
and shape their environments. The two satellites are named after the Portuguese seafarer
Ferdinand Magellan (1480-1521) who sailed
from Europe to Asia and is best known as the
first person to lead an expedition to circumnavigate the globe.
This image of NGC 346 and its surrounding
star formation region was taken with Hubble’s
Advanced Camera for Surveys in July 2004.
Two broadband filters that contribute starlight
from visible and near-infrared wavelengths
(shown in blue and green, respectively) have
been combined with light from the nebulosity that has passed though a narrow-band
hydrogen-alpha filter (shown in red). f

Massive Star Has a
Hot Partner
(NASA/GSFC) Scientists using NASA’s Far
Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer satellite made
the first direct detection of a companion star
of Eta Carinae. Eta Carinae is one of the most
massive and unusual stars in the Milky Way
galaxy. The detection was made possible by
the high temperature of the companion star
and the unique sensitivity of the satellite at
the shortest ultraviolet wavelengths.
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Eta Carinae, one of the largest stars in the
Milky Way. A huge billowing pair of gas
and dust clouds is captured in this stunning
Hubble telescope picture of the massive star,
Eta Carinae. [NASA/Jon Morse, University of
Colorado]

Eta Carinae is an unstable star thought to
be rapidly approaching the final stage of its
life. It is clearly visible from the southern
hemisphere and has been the subject of intense
studies for decades. This mysterious star is
located about 7,500 light-years from Earth in
the constellation Carina. Scientists thought a
companion star in orbit around Eta Carinae
might explain some of its strange properties, but researchers lacked direct evidence a
companion star existed.
“Until now, Eta Carinae’s partner has evaded
direct detection,” said Dr. Rosina Iping, a
research scientist at Catholic University of
America in Washington. “This discovery
significantly advances our understanding of
the enigmatic star.”
Evidence that Eta Carinae might be a double
star system was inferred from a repeating
pattern of changes in visual, X-ray, radio and
infrared light over approximately 5.5 years.
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Artist’s rendering of the FUSE spacecraft.
[JHU FUSE Project]

Astronomers thought a second star in a 5.5
year orbit around Eta Carinae might cause the
repeated changes in its light. The strongest
indirect evidence supporting the double star
theory is that once every 5.5 years, the X-rays
coming from the system disappear for about
three months. Eta Carinae is too cool to generate X-rays, but it continuously blasts a flow
of gas into space as a stellar wind at about 300
miles per second.
If its companion has a similar wind, their
stellar winds would collide with enough force
to generate the X-rays. This collision region
must lie somewhere between the two stars.
As Eta Carinae moves in its orbit, it passes
in front of the region where the winds collide,
as viewed from Earth. When this occurs, Eta
Carinae eclipses the X-rays once every 5.5
years, causing them to disappear. The last
X-ray eclipse began on June 29, 2003. The
5.5 year orbit places the companion star only
about 10 times farther from Eta Carinae than
Earth is from the sun. Eta Carinae is too far
away for telescopes to distinguish two stars
in such a close orbit.
Another way to find evidence of a doublestar system would be to detect the light of
the second star, which in this case is much
fainter than Eta Carinae. Several scientists
searched for light from Eta Carinae’s com-
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panion using ground-based telescopes, but
none succeeded. Because the companion is
thought to be much hotter than Eta Carinae,
astronomers reasoned it should be brighter
at shorter wavelengths like ultraviolet light.
However, it still escaped detection when it was
searched for using the ultraviolet capabilities
of the Hubble Space Telescope.
Iping and her collaborators used the satellite
to detect the companion, because it can see even
shorter ultraviolet wavelengths than Hubble.
The team observed the far-ultraviolet light
from Eta Carinae with the satellite on June
10, 17 and 27, 2003, right before the expected
X-ray eclipse. While the far ultraviolet light
from Eta Carinae was seen in the observations
from June 10 and 17, it vanished on the 27,
two days before the X-ray eclipse.
The disappearance of far ultraviolet light
so close to the X-ray eclipse implies when Eta
Carinae eclipsed the X-rays, it also eclipsed
the companion star. The far-ultraviolet light
observed prior to the eclipse was from the
hotter companion, because Eta Carinae is too
cool to emit much far-ultraviolet light.
“This far ultraviolet light comes directly
from Eta Carinae’s companion star, the first
direct evidence that it exists,” said Dr. George
Sonneborn. He is Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic
Explorer Project Scientist at NASA’s Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. “The
companion star is much hotter than Eta Carinae, settling a long-standing mystery about
this important star.”
This discovery was published in the Astrophysical Journal Letters in November. Authors
include Iping, Sonneborn and Ted Gull of
Goddard; Derck Massa of SGT Inc., Greenbelt, Md.; and John Hiller of the University of
Pittsburgh. The project is a NASA Explorer
mission developed in cooperation with the
French and Canadian space agencies by Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, University of
Colorado, Boulder, and University of California,
Berkeley. Goddard manages the program for
NASA’s Science Mission Directorate. f
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Possible New Moons
Around Pluto
(NASA/STScI) Using NASA’s Hubble Space
Telescope to view the ninth planet in our solar
system, astronomers discovered
Pluto may have
not one, but three
moons.
If confirmed,
the discovery
of the two new
moons could
offer insights
into the nature
and evolution
of the Pluto
system; Kuiper
Belt Objects with
satellite systems;
and the early Kuiper Belt. The Kuiper Belt
is a vast region of icy, rocky bodies beyond
Neptune’s orbit.
“If, as our new Hubble images indicate,
Pluto has not one, but two or three moons, it
will become the first body in the Kuiper Belt
known to have more than one satellite,” said
Hal Weaver of the Johns Hopkins Applied
Physics Laboratory, Laurel, Md. He is co-leader
of the team that made the discovery.
Pluto was discovered in 1930. Charon, Pluto’s
only confirmed moon, was discovered by
ground-based observers in 1978. The planet
resides about 3 billion miles from the sun in
the heart of the Kuiper Belt.
“Our result suggests other bodies in the
Kuiper Belt may have more than one moon.
It also means planetary scientists will have
to take these new moons into account when
modeling the formation of the Pluto system,”
said Alan Stern of the Southwest Research
Institute, Boulder, Colo. Stern was co-leader
of the research team.
The candidate moons, provisionally designated S/2005 P1 and S/2005 P2, were observed
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approximately 27,000 miles away from Pluto.
The objects are roughly two to three times as
far from Pluto as Charon.
The team plans to make follow-up Hubble
observations in February to confirm the newly
discovered objects are truly Pluto’s moons.
Only after confirmation will
the International
As t ron om i c a l
Union consider
names for S/2005
P1 and S/2005
P2.
The Hubble’s
Advanced Camera for Surveys
observed the two
new candidate
moons on May
15, 2005. The
candidates are
roughly 5,000 times fainter than Pluto. Three
days later, Hubble looked at Pluto again. The
two objects were still there and appeared to
be moving in orbit around Pluto.
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The team looked long and hard for other
potential moons around Pluto. “These Hubble
images represent the most sensitive search yet
for objects around Pluto,” said team member
Andrew Steffl of the Southwest Research Institute. “It is unlikely that there are any other
moons larger than about 10 miles across in
the Pluto system,” he said.
The Hubble Space Telescope is a project of
international cooperation between NASA
and the European Space Agency. The Space
Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore conducts Hubble science operations. The Institute
is operated for NASA by the Association of
Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
Washington.
The other team members for this observation
are: Max Mutchler, Space Telescope Science
Institute; Marc W. Buie, Lowell Observatory,
Flagstaff, Ariz; William J. Merline, John R.
Spencer, Eliot Y. Young, and Leslie A. Young,
Southwest Research Institute. f

The Astronomical
Society of Nevada

The ASN normally meets on the 2nd
Tuesday of each month at 6:30 pm at
the Fleischmann Planetarium.
Call 775-324-4814 for information.
http://www.astronomynv.org/

The ASN has a Las Vegas Chapter.
For information see:
http://www.astronomynv.org/vegas/
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First Objects in
Universe
(NASA/SSC) Scientists using NASA’s Spitzer
Space Telescope say they have detected light
that may be from the earliest objects in the
universe. If confirmed, the observation provides a glimpse of an era more than 13 billion
years ago when, after the fading embers of
the theorized Big Bang gave way to millions
of years of pervasive darkness, the universe
came alive.
This light could be from the very first stars
or perhaps from hot gas falling into the first
black holes. The science team, based at NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Md., describes the observation as seeing the
glow of a distant city at night from an airplane.
The light is too distant and feeble to resolve
individual objects.
“We think we are seeing the collective light
from millions of the first objects to form in
the universe,” said Dr. Alexander Kashlinsky,
Science Systems and Applications scientist
and lead author on the Nature article that
appeared in the November 3 issue. “The
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The Astronomy
Store
The CCSN Planetarium
open 5 pm to 9 pm Friday
& 3 pm to 9 pm Saturday

objects disappeared eons ago, yet their light
is still traveling across the universe.”
Scientists theorize that space, time and matter originated 13.7 billion years ago in a Big
Bang. Another 200 million years would pass
before the era of first starlight. A 10-hour
observation by Spitzer’s infrared array camera
in the constellation Draco captured a diffuse
glow of infrared light, lower in energy than
optical light and invisible to us. The Goddard team says that this glow is likely from
Population III stars, a hypothesized class of
stars thought to have formed before all others.
Population I and II stars, named by order of
their discovery, comprise the familiar types
of stars we see at night.
Theorists say the first stars were likely over
a hundred times more massive than Earth’s
sun and extremely hot, bright, and short-lived,

The Astronomy Store features items for
sale that are of interest to the patrons of
The Planetarium. We carry a wide variety
of novelties, toys and observing aids with a
space or astronomical theme. When patrons
obtain their tickets to planetarium shows,
they can also purchase a variety of astronomically oriented items. Friends of The
Planetarium receive a 10% discount.
each one burning for only a few million years.
The ultraviolet light that Population III stars
emitted would be redshifted, or stretched to
lower energies, by the universe’s expansion.
That light should now be detectable in the
infrared.
“This deep observation was filled with
familiar-looking stars and galaxies,” said Dr.
John Mather, senior project scientist for JWST
and a co-author on the Nature article. “We
removed everything we knew, all the stars
and galaxies both near and far. We were left
with a picture of part of the sky with no stars
or galaxies, but it still had this infrared glow
with giant blobs that we think could be the
glow from the very first stars.”
This new Spitzer discovery agrees with observations from the NASA Cosmic Background
Explorer (COBE) satellite from the 1990s that
suggested there may be an infrared background
that could not be attributed to known stars.
It also supports observations from the NASA
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe from
2003, which estimated that stars first ignited
200 million to 400 million years after the
Big Bang.
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“This difficult measurement pushes the
instrument to performance limits that were
not anticipated in its design,” said team
member Dr. S. Harvey Moseley, instrument
scientist for Spitzer. “We have worked very
hard to rule out other sources for the signal
we observed.”
The low noise and high resolution of Spitzer’s
infrared array camera enabled the team to remove the fog of foreground galaxies, made of
later stellar populations, until the cumulative
light from the first light dominated the signal
on large angular scales. The team, which also
includes Dr. Richard Arendt, Science Systems
and Applications scientist, noted that future
missions, such as NASA’s James Webb Space
Telescope, will find the first individual clumps
of these stars or the individual exploding stars
that might have made the first black holes.
This analysis was partially funded through
the National Science Foundation. The Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.,
manages the Spitzer mission for NASA. Science operations are conducted at the Spitzer
Science Center at the California Institute of
Technology in Pasadena. NASA Goddard
built Spitzer’s infrared array camera which
took the observations. The instrument’s
principal investigator is Dr. Giovanni Fazio,
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,
Cambridge, Mass. f
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Stars Form
Surprisingly Close
to Milky Way’s Black
Hole
(NASA/CXC) The supermassive black hole
at the center of the Milky Way has surprisingly
helped spawn a new generation of stars, according to observations from NASA’s Chandra
X-ray Observatory. This novel mode of star
formation may solve several mysteries about
the supermassive black holes that reside at the
centers of nearly all galaxies.
“Massive black holes are usually known for
violence and destruction,”said Sergei Nayakshin
of the University of Leicester, United Kingdom,
and coauthor of a paper on this research in
a recent issue of the Monthly Notices of the
Royal Astronomical Society. “So it’s remarkable that this black hole helped create new
stars, not just destroy them.”
Black holes have earned their fearsome reputation because any material, including stars,
that falls within the so-called event horizon is
never seen again. However, these new results
indicate that the immense disks of gas known
to orbit many black holes at a “safe” distance
from the event horizon can help nurture the
formation of new stars.
This conclusion came from new clues that
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could only be revealed in X-rays. Until the
latest Chandra results, astronomers have
disagreed about the origin of a mysterious
group of massive stars discovered by infrared
astronomers to be orbiting less than a light
year from the Milky Way’s central black hole,
a.k.a. Sagittarius A*, or Sgr A*. At such close
distances to Sgr A*, the standard model for
star formation predicts that gas clouds from
which stars form should have been ripped
apart by tidal forces from the black hole.
Two models to explain this puzzle have
been proposed. In the disk model, the gravity
of a dense disk of gas around Sgr A* offsets
the tidal forces and allows stars to form; in
the migration model, the stars formed in a
star cluster far away from the black hole and
migrated in to form the ring of massive stars.
The migration scenario predicts about a million low mass, sun-like stars in and around the
ring, whereas in the disk model, the number
of low mass stars could be much less.
Nayakshin and his coauthor, Rashid Sunyaev of the Max Plank Institute for Physics
in Garching, Germany, used Chandra observations to compare the X-ray glow from the
region around Sgr A* to the X-ray emission
from thousands of young stars in the Orion
Nebula star cluster. They found that the Sgr
A* star cluster contains only about 10,000 low
mass stars, thereby ruling out the migration
model.
“We can now say that the stars around Sgr
A* were not deposited there by some passing
star cluster, rather they were born there,” said
Sunyaev. “There have been theories that this
was possible, but this is the first real evidence.
Many scientists are going to be very surprised

The Las Vegas
Astronomical Society

Meets on the 1st Thursday of each
month at 7:30 pm in The Planetarium.
Call 702-561-7469 for information.
http://www.ccsn.edu/LVAS/
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Friends of The
CCSN Planetarium
Be a Star in Our Sky

onOrbit is made possible, in part, by
donations from the Friends of The Planetarium. Anyone can become a Friend by
sending an annual donation of $25.00 or
more (checks made payable to: CCSN
Foundation, Inc.) to:

The Planetarium - S1A
Community College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
Benefits:
•Receive onOrbit each month.
•Discount admission to all shows.
•10% discount in the Astronomy Store.
•Screen credit in prologue presentations
prior to each public performance:
Star ($25) - three months credit.
Nova ($50) - six months credit, discount
		
admission for Friend & family.
Supernova ($100) - year credit, free
		
admission for Friend & discount
		
admission for family.
Star Cluster ($200) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & family.
Galaxy ($500) - year unshared credit, free
		
admission for Friend & all guests.

Take a Field Trip to
a Planetarium

Shows available for all grade levels
are offered Monday thru Friday at
both the Fleischmann Planetarium
and the CCSN Planetarium.
For information, call 702-651-4505 in
Las Vegas or 775-784-4812 in Reno.
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by these results.”
Because the Galactic Center is
shrouded in dust and gas, it has not
been possible to look for the lowmass stars in optical observations.
In contrast, X-ray data have allowed
astronomers to penetrate the veil of
gas and dust and look for these low
mass stars.
“In one of the most inhospitable
places in our Galaxy, stars have
prevailed,” said Nayakshin. “It appears that star formation is much
more tenacious than we previously
believed.”
The results suggest that the
“rules” of star formation change
when stars form in the disk of a
giant black hole. Because this environment
is very different from typical star formation
regions, there is a change in the proportion of
stars that form. For example, there is a much
higher percentage of massive stars in the disks
around black holes.
And, when these massive stars explode as
supernovae, they will “fertilize” the region
with heavy elements such as oxygen. This may
explain the large amounts of such elements
observed in the disks of young supermassive
black holes. f

Faint Afterglow of
Nearby Supernova
(NASA/STScI) Intricate wisps of glowing
gas float amid a myriad of stars in this image
created by combining data from NASA’s Hubble
Space Telescope and Chandra X-ray Observatory.
The gas is a supernova remnant, cataloged as
N132D, ejected from the explosion of a massive star that occurred some 3,000 years ago.
This titanic explosion took place in the Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC), a nearby neighbor
galaxy of our own Milky Way.
The complex structure of N132D is due to
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the expanding supersonic shock wave from
the explosion impacting the interstellar gas
of the LMC. Deep within the remnant, the
Hubble visible light image reveals a crescentshaped cloud of pink emission from hydrogen
gas, and soft purple wisps that correspond to
regions of glowing oxygen emission. A dense
background of colorful stars in the LMC is
also shown in the Hubble image.
The large horseshoe-shaped gas cloud on
the left-hand side of the remnant is glowing
in X-rays, as imaged by Chandra. In order to
emit X-rays, the gas must have been heated
to a temperature of about 10 million degrees
Celsius. A supernova-generated shock wave
traveling at a velocity of more than four million miles per hour is continuing to propagate through the low-density medium today.
The shock front where the material from the
supernova collides with ambient interstellar
material in the LMC is responsible for these
high temperatures.
Visible only from Earth’s southern hemisphere, the LMC is an irregular galaxy lying
about 160,000 light-years from the Milky Way.
The supernova remnant appears to be about
3,000 years old, but since its light took 160,000
years to reach us, the explosion actually occurred some 163,000 years ago. f
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Month in
History
January
1: Ceres, the first asteroid was discovered by
Guiseppe Piazzi from his observatory in
Sicily in 1801.
2: The Soviet Union launched Luna 1 on this
date in 1959. It became the first vehicle to fly
by the moon to an orbit about the sun.
4: Sputnik 1, the first artificial satellite of the
earth, reentered the earth’s atmosphere on
this date in 1958 and was destroyed.
5: NASA announced the start of the Space
Shuttle Program in 1972.
7: Galileo, using a telescope to view Jupiter for
the first time, saw three of the four major
moons of that giant planet.
10: American scientists became the first
to bounce a radar signal off of another
celestial body when they detected the
reflected return signal beamed towards
the moon three seconds earlier on this
date in 1946.
11: William Herschel discovered the first
moon of Uranus in 1787, six years after
he discovered the planet. This moon was
later named Titania.
13: An editorial in the New York Times on
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this day in 1920 ridiculed a monograph
by Robert Goddard which proposed that
rockets could be used to reach the moon.
14: The Soviet Union became the first
country to successfully dock two manned
spacecraft in 1969.
17: Captain James Cook became the first
western navigator to cross the Antarctic
Circle in 1773.
18: Captain James Cook became the first
Westerner to reach the Sandwich Islands
in 1778. The island chain is now known
as the Hawaiian Islands.
21: Pluto crossed the orbit of Neptune in
1979 making Neptune the farthest planet
from the sun. This condition remained
until Pluto again crossed the orbit of
Neptune outbound in 1999.
24: Voyager 2 became the first craft to fly by
Uranus returning photographs in 1986.
24: The United States launched Discovery on the
100th manned space mission in 1985.
27: A fire aboard the Apollo 1 spacecraft
destroyed the vehicle during a preflight
test in 1967. The crew of Virgil “Gus”
Grissom, Edwin White and Roger Chafee
were killed.
28: An explosion 73 seconds into the flight of
the space shuttle Challenger destroyed the
craft in 1986 killing the crew of seven.
31: Explorer 1, the first artificial satellite of
the earth launched by the United States
achieved orbit on this day in 1958. Data
from by this satellite led to the discovery
of the Van Allen radiation belt. f

Give a Star
A popular service of The CCSN Planetarium lets you dedicate a star to a loved
one. For a donation of $35, we will provide an attractive certificate that proclaims
your dedication of the star of your choice to any other person. The certificate will
have a chart of the constellation containing the star and complete information
about the star. Accompanying the certificate will be The Sky Challenger, which
contains a series of adjustable charts of the sky as seen from North America to
help you find your star. A donation of $100 will give you an exclusive dedication.
Call 651-4138 or 651-4505 for further information.
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Sky
Calendar

Pluto. Pluto is in the constellation of Serpens
Cauda. It is visible in the early morning
rising shortly before the sun. A telescope
of at least 12” diameter from a dark sky
environment is usually required to see this
faint planet. It appears star-like in all but
the very largest telescopes. f
All times are Pacific Standard Time. Rise
and set times are for the astronomical horizon * Note: The arc second is a small angle corresponding to 1/3600 of a degree. A feature on the moon
at Las Vegas or Reno as noted.
that is only one mile across has an angular size
of one arc second as seen from the earth.

The Planets

Mercury. Mercury is too close in direction to
The Moon
the sun to be seen for most of the month.
Each day the moon rises about one hour
Superior Conjunction on the far side of
later
than the day before. The New Moon (not
the sun occurs on January 26.
visible) is in the direction of the sun and rises
Venus. Venus is too close in direction to the sun and sets with the sun. The first quarter moon
to be seen. Inferior conjunction between the rises at about noon and sets near midnight.
earth and sun occurs on January 13. Look The full moon is opposite the sun in the sky
for it to appear in the morning sky before and rises at sunset and sets at sunrise. The
sunrise at the end of the month.
last quarter moon rises near midnight and
sets near noon. Perigee is when the moon is
Mars. Mars is moving eastward through
closest to the earth and apogee is when it is
Aries. It is visible high in the south in the
farthest. The distance varies by ±6% from
early evening.
the average.
Jupiter. Jupiter, in Libra, is high in the
New Moon Dec. 30
7:12 pm pst
southeast before sunrise. At mid-month
First
quarter
Jan.
6
10:56
am
it is rising over 5 hours before the sun. On
Full
Moon
Jan.
14
1:48
am
the morning of January 23, the last quarter
Last quarter Jan. 22
7:14 am
moon will rise just to the right of Jupiter
New Moon Jan. 29
7:15 am
near 2 am.
Saturn. Saturn, in Cancer, is rising in the early
evening. It will be directly opposite the sun
and rising at sunset on January 27.
Uranus. Uranus, in Aquarius, is setting a few
hours after the sun. Uranus is visible only
through a telescope exhibiting an angular
size of 3.6 arc seconds*.

Perigee
Apogee
Perigee

Jan. 1
Jan. 17
Jan. 29

6:51 pm
11:08 am
11:48 pm

Perihelion

This year the earth is closest to the sun on
January 4 at 7:00 am pst. The distance from
Neptune. Neptune, in Capricornus, is setting the center of the sun to the center of the earth
shortly after the sun. Neptune is visible only is 147,103,650 km or 91,405,970 miles.
The average distance between the center of
through a telescope exhibiting an angular
the earth and the center of the sun is called
size of 2.2 arc seconds*.
the astronomical unit (AU). The official
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Date
Jan. 1
Jan. 4
Jan. 7
Jan. 10
Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 28
Jan. 31

Las Vegas

Sunrise
6:52 am pst
6:52
6:52
6:52
6:51
6:51
6:49
6:48
6:46
6:45
6:42

Sunset
4:37 pm pst
4:39
4:42
4:45
4:48
4:51
4:54
4:57
5:00
5:03
5:06
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Day
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.

value of the AU is 149,597,870 kilometers or
93,381,940 miles.
Because the orbit of the earth is slightly
elliptical and the distance varies by about
±1.7%. On July 4, the earth will be farthest
from the sun. The changing distance between
the earth and sun has little effect on the earth’s
climate or weather. f

Meteor Shower
The Quadrantid meteor shower will reach its
peak on the night of January 2/3, 2005, in the
early morning before dawn. This is normally
one of the better showers during the year,
typically producing over 60 meteors per hour
and occasionally reaching over 200 per hour.
The moon, near new phase on that date, will
not interfere with this shower.
While meteors from this shower can be seen
anywhere in the sky, the paths that they take
can be traced back across the sky to a point
near the intersection of the constellations of
Draco, Boötes and Hercules. This is called the
radiant point for the shower. The shower takes
its name from the now obsolete constellation
in that region once called Quadrans Muralis
(the Mural Quadrant).
Meteors from this shower can be seen for
about a week on either side of the night of the

Date
Jan. 1
Jan. 4
Jan. 7
Jan. 10
Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 28
Jan. 31

Reno

Sunrise
7:20 am pst
7:20
7:20
7:20
7:19
7:18
7:16
7:15
7:13
7:10
7:08

Sunset
4:46 pm pst
4:49
4:52
4:55
4:58
5:01
5:04
5:08
5:11
5:15
5:18

Day
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.

maximum. However, this stream has a very
small, dense, central region that produces
most of the visible meteors. Before and after
the night of January 3/4, expect less than 20
meteors per hour.
On the night of the peak, depending on the
exact path of the earth through the stream
and the time of passage, you may observe
anywhere from 40 to 200 meteors per hour.
Since the stream appears to have little dust,
most of the shower meteors are bright and
excellent objects for photography.
While most showers are best after midnight,
the radiant for this shower is already above the
horizon by 9:00 pm. Since the moon will set
at about 8:00 pm this year, it will not interfere
for the entire night of the shower. In some
years the Quadrantids are among of the best
meteor showers of the season, this year should
be one of the best.
Meteor showers are the result of the debris
from comets. Most showers are associated
with known comets. This old shower has no
known comet associated with it. The comet
that originated this stream probably ceased being a visible object over 500 years ago. Comet
debris spreads out along the comet’s orbit. If
that orbit crosses the orbit of the earth, then
a meteor shower will occur on the date the
earth travels through the stream. f
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In Reno
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